Head’s Weekly Newsletter
Issue 16, 10 January 2020

Mrs Ania Hildrey, Headteacher, headteacher@abbotsleaschool.co.uk
Dear Students, Families, Colleagues and Friends,
Welcome to the first issue of this calendar year’s newsletters – happy New Year 2020!
We started this week really well, with nice, calm, orderly learning environment and I want to
congratulate all of our students on their exceptional attitudes and behaviours. This is not
always easy when returning from a long period of holidays as any change, including change
of routines, can be testing. Change is, of course, natural and not to be avoided and so learning
to embrace it, with optimism, positivity and good range of strategies to cope and succeed is
always helpful.
For us, here at Abbot’s Lea School, another change is imminent – as communicated to all the
families on the 20 December, Mr McVerry, our Deputy Headteacher has decided to pursue
other teaching opportunities and will be leaving us soon. Mr McVerry has been a staff member
at Abbot’s Lea School for nearly nine years and has held a number of jobs – from a support
staff, a class teacher, middle leader and, since 2017 – a member of the Senior Leadership
Team. I know you will all join me in wishing Mr McVerry all the very best for the future, thanking
him for the superb work he has done as a member of the staff team.
We have now advertised the Deputy Headteacher position and look to make the appointment
in the coming weeks – I will keep you informed of any related developments.
In other news, we look forward to welcoming National Autistic Society (NAS) into school next
week for the NAS Autism Accreditation inspection. The last visit was in 2017 and I look
forward to sharing with the team of visiting experts many of the developments introduced
since. The views of young people, families and professionals, together with observation of
Autism support practices will form the judgment and recommendations – both of which we
welcome as a school. Wish us luck!
Additionally, we are officially in an Ofsted inspection window now, too! January 2016
inspection was four years ago and, in line with the regulatory framework, we are expecting a
call any day now. Whilst the job of school development is always ongoing, I for one, am proud
of the work that the entire Abbot’s Lea School team is doing and I know our students and staff
will demonstrate the uniqueness of our practice when the inspectors arrive.
2020 will be another BIG year for our school! I wish each and every one of you a healthy,
happy and joyful New Year – may it bring you memories to cherish for many years to come!
With best wishes for the weekend and kindest regards,

Mrs A Hildrey
Headteacher

Term dates
Term 3
Students arrive on:
Term ends on:
February Holiday:

Monday 6 January 2020
Friday 14 February 2020
Monday 17 February 2020 to Friday 21 February 2020

Social Media Challenge ‘Momo’

Term 4
Term starts on:
Term ends on:
Spring Holiday:
Bank holidays:

Monday 24 February 2020
Friday 3 April 2020 – finishing at 1:30pm
Monday 6 April 2020 to Friday 17 April 2020
Friday, 10 April 2020 – Good Friday
Monday, 13 April 2020 – Easter Monday

Term 5
Students arrive on:
Bank holiday:
Term ends on:
May Holiday:

Monday, 20 April 2020
8 May 2020 – Early Bank Holiday (VE Day)
Friday 22 May 2020
Monday 25 May 2020 (Bank Holiday) to Friday 29 May 2020

Term 6
Term starts on:
Official leaving date:
Staff Transition INSET:

Monday 1 June 2020
Friday 26 June 2020*
Friday 10 July 2020 – school closed to students

Transition Week:
Students’ last day:
Staff training day:
Term ends on:

Monday 13 July-Friday 17 July 2020**
Friday 17 July 2020 – finishing at 1:30pm
Monday 20 July – school closed to students
Monday 20 July 2020

*Friday 26 June 2020 is an official leaving date for the students in Year 11 as well as those in
Key Stage Five who are finishing their education at ALS that summer.
** Transition Week is a period of time during which the students will be taught in their next
year’s classes – this is to support smooth transition into ALS, into a new Department, Key
Stage or a new class.
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2020-21 Term dates
Term 1:
1 September 2020 – INSET
Starts: 2 September 2020 – students return to school
Ends: Friday, 23 October 2020

Social Media Challenge ‘Momo’

Half term: Monday 26 October to Friday 30 October 2020
Term 2:
Starts: 2 November 2020 – students return to school
Ends: Friday 18 December 2020 at 1:30pm

Christmas break: Monday 21 December 2020 to Friday 1 January 2021

Term 3:
4 January 2021 – INSET
Starts: 5 January 2021 – students return to school
Ends: 12 February 2021
Half term: Monday 15 February 2021 to Friday 19 February 2021
Term 4:
Starts: 22 February 2021 – students return
Ends: Friday 26 March 2021 at 1:30pm
Easter break: Monday 29 March 2021 to Friday 9 April 2021

Term 5:
Starts: 12 April 2021 – students return
May day: Monday 3 May 2021
Ends - 28 May 2021
Half term: Monday 31 May to Friday 4 June 2021
Term 6:
Starts: 7 June 2021 – students return
25 June 2021 – Leavers’ Day (for Y11, 12, 13, 14)
9 July 2021 – Transition INSET
12 – 16 July 2021 - Transition Week
Ends: 16 July 2021 at 1:30pm
19-20 July 2021 – INSET Days (worked as staff’ extended twilight days)
Summer holidays: Monday 16 July to Tuesday, 31 August 2021
Holiday planning tip:
Please note that during the following school year 2021-22, 1, 2 and 3 September 2021
are all INSET days and so the students will return to school on Monday, 6 September
2021 for the start of the 2021-22 academic year
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Noticeboard

Social Media Challenge ‘Momo’

The Psychology of Autism

Liverpool University will be running 10 sessions
from Thursday 23 April 2020, 6-8pm

Venue:
University of Liverpool – Continuing Education Dept
Mount Pleasant (opposite Catholic Cathedral Café)
Open to anyone wishing to attend
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Deputy Headteacher

Mr McVerry, Deputy Headteacher
E: anthony.mcverry@abbotsleaschool.co.uk

This week was a very strange one for me, as you will all know by now, I have taken the decision
to leave Abbot's Lea School early in 2020.
It was one of the toughest decisions that I have ever had to make, as Abbot's Lea School has
been a part of my life for the last 9 years. Starting, as a Teaching Assistant in 2011, I
remember my first day in Mr. O'Rourke's class, based in the Science lab. I was so nervous,
but made to feel so welcome and slotted straight into the school. Over the last 9 years I have
progressed from Teaching Assistant to Deputy Head, taught all subjects across the school,
but primarily PE, something I loved and something that I have missed. I have seen students
come and go and move onto amazing things and as I have always said, it is my belief that all
of our students have hidden talents and skills that we as educationalists have to unpick and
unlock and that is what I enjoy so much.
Today, I shared with all of the students through my assemblies, I was leaving. Some will have
already known, but I felt it only right to share with them face to face the reality of the next 5 to
12 weeks in school. it was one of the hardest things I have had to do, as they are the reason
I come to work and love being in Abbot's Lea. I do not yet know of my next destination, but I
do have some opportunities that I am exploring and I promise to update you all in the coming
weeks with my next role and date of departure.
I want to take this opportunity, although I know I will have it again, to thank everyone for their
support and well wishes. To the students, thank you for everything, you have made the last 9
years the most amazing and inspiring of my life so far, you are all superstars. To the families,
thank you for all of your support and guidance, you have allowed me to work with your children,
often allowing me to take risks and implement new and exciting initiatives, such as the
Supported Internships. You have trusted me with their education and for that I thank you.
To the staff, without you I would not have been able to do what I do, you have and continue
to be amazing at what you do and also what you offer our students.
I will miss everyone, and I know this is not goodbye just yet, but it is real for us all now and I
thought it only fair to dedicate my newsletter this week to being open and honest and saying
it out loud.

Have a great weekend.
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Care and Safeguarding
Ms Alison Twomey, Head of Care and Safeguarding
E: Alison.twomey@abbotsleaschool.co.uk

Happy New Year to all students and their families!
It is quite likely that some of our students will have received mobile phones, smart watches
and other internet enabled devices as Christmas Presents. I certainly reflect on how the world
has changed since my school days when I consider all the different forms of technology
accepted as a vital part of daily life. This technology provides an amazing array of
opportunities; from instant access to information to the ability to photograph and film the world
around us. It can also cause problems however, and all schools must be clear about their
policy regarding such devices.
The start of a new year is a good opportunity for me to remind all students and families that
we do not allow mobile phones or any type of recordable or internet enabled devices to be
used in school. This is due to the potential safeguarding risks if students were able to
photograph, record or ‘post’ information on social media sites. I ask that all families support
the school in keeping our students safe by ensuring such devices are left at home in the
morning. If a student does bring a device to school, this will be collected by the class team
and given back at the end of the day. Any student who refuses to hand over their device will
have it removed from them as we simply cannot risk exposing any student to being filmed or
photographed whilst on school site. It is also important to note that the school do not take any
responsibility for the safekeeping of any devices brought into school.
Our commitment to all students is that the school environment is safe at all times. The world
of technology has exposed children and young people to risks that simply didn’t exist when I
was at school. The blanket ban on any device that can record or connect to the internet allows
us to ensure that school remains a safe place for all students. I would very much appreciate
your full support in this matter and help us to keep such devices out of school.
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Autism Research and Development
Ms Micah Grimshaw, Head of Autism Research and Development
E: micah.grimshaw@abbotsleaschool.co.uk

This week we have been preparing for our Autism Accreditation assessment, due to take place
over three days next week. Of course, the preparation for that assessment has been ongoing
since we were last assessed in 2017. We have continued to receive three advisory visits from
National Autistic Society each year to support us with the ongoing commitment to develop our
practice in line with up-to-date research, and to make year-on-year improvements on
outcomes for students.
Please may I remind families that the deadline for survey responses is Thursday 16
January.
Abbot’s Lea School has continued to work in partnership with Liverpool John Moore’s
University on a number of projects, and yesterday I was invited to deliver a seminar about
Autism as part of a wider SEN Module to Year Two Trainee Teachers. I was also accompanied
by Beth Bailey, a sister of one of our members of staff at Abbot’s Lea School.
Beth has previously written a speech for an English assignment, which she had bravely
delivered to her class peers to tell them her story of growing up caring for her sister who has
Down’s syndrome and a diagnosis of Autism. Beth is passionate about raising aspirations for
people with disabilities, breaking down barriers in society, and changing other people’s
perceptions of disability.
Hearing Beth’s lived-experiences and her key messages left some members of the audience
in tears. The key messages from Beth’s speech highlighted the importance of school and
home relationships; schools must seek to work in united partnership with families, and
acknowledge that what happens during school has an impact at home.
Message from John Moore’s:
‘Just wanted to say thank you again and to Bethany for a really interesting and inspirational
talk. I know that the students gained a great deal form listening to you both, and through this,
you will both have impacted upon future teachers’ attitudes, behaviours and skills as well as
their confidence and awareness.’
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School Business Support
Mrs Michelle Griffiths, Head of HR
E: michelle.griffiths@abbotsleaschool.co.uk

Welcome back, hope everyone had a relaxing Christmas break and is energised and ready
for Term 3.
At the end of last term we acknowledged 6 staff who each have over 20 years’ service with
the school. Congratulations and thank you for your hard work and commitment to Sue
Unsworth, Karen Wilcott, Sylvia Deacon-Smith, Lynn Duckworth, Peter Smith and Alison
Ferry.
I would like to welcome to 4 new Teaching Assistants who are joining our team this week.
Miss Jones will be joining Seychelles class, Mr Kearns who will be joining Mozambique class,
Miss Cadden who will be joining France class and Miss Wright who will be joining Canada
class.

Our Flying high coaching programme delivered by our Educational Psychologist launched a
second phase this week with four staff participating in the programme aimed at personal
improvement. Hope everyone enjoys it and finds it productive.
Hope everyone has a relaxing weekend.
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School Business Support
Mr Andrew Cocklin, Head of Finance and Operations
E: andrew.cocklin@abbotsleaschool.co.uk

Social Media Challenge ‘Momo’

First week back after a very restful and enjoyable Christmas and New Year. I hope all students,
families and staff had an enjoyable one also. So much is going on already, and we are making
plans for improvements across the school site for February half term and Easter as we
continue with the continuous plans of school site improvement.
We are looking to set up some school projects which parents and/or family members may wish
to volunteer for to help with some works across the site. In particular if there are any keen
gardeners out there, your skills and knowledge would be most appreciated as we look to
transform some or areas to make them more inviting for students and anyone who visits the
school.
I will put some further information out over the next few weeks, in the meantime if anyone
would like to put their name forward, please drop me an email at
andrew.cocklin@abbotsleaschool.co.uk
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Key Stage News and Updates
Early Years and Key Stage 1
Key Stage Leader: Miss O’Neill
Maria.O’Neill@abbotsleaschool.co.uk

Welcome back to everyone after the Christmas break. We have been busy working on 'Our
Past' this week and can't wait to lean all about Kings and Queens past and present.
Ireland
In Ireland class we have settled back into our routine and have enjoyed all of the activities.
We have been matching numbers to their words, reading and writing CVC words and
developing our writing skills through fine motor activities. For our topic in history we discovered
the meaning behind some royal objects and designed our own homes fit for a King or Queen
using blocks and through our wonderful drawings.
Have a lovely weekend.
Wales
Happy New Year everyone! It was fantastic to have everyone back in Wales class after a
lovely Christmas break. This week we have started our new theme of Kings and Queens by
learning about what Queen Elizabeth does, about her family and about her home, Buckingham
Palace! We designed our own crowns and played with our puppet queen. In English we have
been practicing following instructions using the queen in her different coloured outfits and in
maths we have been continuing our number work. We started exploring our new science topic
of materials and learnt to identify and name plastic, wood, metal, fabric and glass. On
Thursday we had a lovely trip out to the park. Everyone played so nicely together and practiced
very good turn taking and team work. We learnt about the artist Mondrian in art and created
our own colourful artwork. Have a lovely weekend everyone!
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Key Stage News and Updates
Key Stage 2
Key Stage Leader: Mrs Lisa Walker
Lisa.Walker@abbotsleaschool.co.uk
Portugal Class
Italy
Welcome back to Italy class. It’s been lovely to hear all the news from the Christmas holidays.
In English we have been making predictions about our new book using the clues sword, crown,
wizard and stone. We have had lots of accurate predictions about what, who and where our
new story is set. We can't wait till next week to find out. In Maths we have been learning to
read, write and use numbers and in Science we have been learning about health and
movement. In RE this term we are learning about symbols from different religions. On
Wednesday we looked at some symbols from the Christian religion. On Thursday we
introduced our new topic Anglo Saxons and Vikings. Well done Italy class for a fantastic first
week back in school.
Spain
The students in Spain class have enjoyed learning about the Vikings and Ango-Saxons. They
have researched where the Vikings originated from and how they travelled to the United
Kingdom. In English, the students have enjoyed listening to and answering questions about
the story of "The Sword in the Stone," whilst developing their understanding of the legend of
King Arthur. In maths, the students have been working hard to understand the place value of
numbers and order and compare numbers up to and including four digits.
Well done everyone for a very productive first week back in school.
Brazil
Brazil have had a busy first week of the term. In English we have started to read the first
chapter of our new book, Beowolf. We made predictions about the story and found
definitions of some words within the chapter. In Maths we have looked at 10 more and 10 less
and 100 more and 100 less. We used the laptops to research our new topic, the Vikings. We
found out some interesting facts such as where they lived and what they wore.
USA
This week class USA have started to learn about Vikings, how they lived and where they came
from, including acting out Dane-Geld poem from the Poet Rudyard Kipling. We have also
started our new topic in Maths learning about number patterns. Well done Class USA you
have worked hard all week.
Canada
Canada class have had a fantastic first week back. We started our week by sharing our
wonderful news from the Christmas Holidays, we all had lovely stories to share of spending
time with our families and the nice gifts that we received (and a few of us eating too much
chocolate!). This week we have started our topic on The Vikings. In history we looked at who
the Vikings were, what they lived like and also where they were from. We also started reading
a story called The Dragons Hoard, which is part of a collection of stories from the Viking Saga.
After we had read some of the book we made predictions on what we thought might happen
next! We had some fantastic ideas that would make really great stories! We looked at
identifying coins in maths, and played some games to help us with our understanding of
money. 
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Key Stage News and Updates
Key Stage 3
Key Stage Leader: Mr Richard Hodgson
Richard.Hodgson@abbotsleaschool.co.uk

Malawi
Malawi have had a great first week back after the Christmas holidays and have settled back
into normal routine well. The children have enjoyed sharing with each other all the lovely
things they did over the holidays and talking about some of the gifts that they received. In
English this week, we talked about how New Year is celebrated around the world and made
some New Year’s resolutions of our own. In maths, we are continuing to look at fractions, the
students are getting really good at ordering and comparing different fractions. This term we
are starting a new topic ‘Medieval Britain’, In History, we started talking about life in a Medieval
Village. We started looking how city of London has changed since medieval times. In
Geography, we are looking at Castles, this week we talked about why some castles were built
on hills and then we started designing our own coat of arms in our Design Technology lesson.
Keep up the hard work Malawi!
Cape Verde
Fantastic first week back for Cape Verde class. We have been exploring our new topic,
‘medieval Britain.' and have discussed what we will be learning about. In Geography we looked
at human and physical features and places in the UK. This week in Maths we have been
identifying 2D shapes and created some castles using the shapes. In RE we started looking
at the five pillars of Islam and found it very interesting to learn about their rituals and beliefs.
Well done Cape Verde.
Kenya
Welcome back to school from all in Kenya Class! We hope the holidays were both fun and
relaxing. This week we have got straight back into the swing of things and have begun work
on our exciting new topic; The Middle Ages! We have looked at illuminated letters and
medieval music too. Well done to Cemal, who is the first Kenya Class Pupil of the Week this
term for staying calm and being very sensible during our fire drill on Thursday.

Cemal says: everyone have a nice weekend!
Botswana
Botswana have dived into the topic of Medieval Britain this term. In English, we've been looking
at the contenders to succeed Edward the Confessor and have been writing their cover letters
and personal statements for the job in the guise of speeches and manifestos.
We've begun exploring the events leading up to the decisive battles of Stamford Bridge and
Hastings, the battles themselves and the benefits of their location as well as what happened
afterwards in History and Geography.
In D&T we have begun preparing a display of the battles which will marry up with our Science
topic of shadow and light.
We have begun looking at recognising discrimination and prejudice in Life Skills, as well as
the differences between the two.
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Peru
We have had a great first week back and have enjoyed making bread in food technology and
especially eating it. In Literacy we have been looking at New Year’s resolutions and phonics.
In Maths we have been looking at 3D shapes and have been making our own 3D shapes using
cardboard. In Geography we have been studying medieval castles and have learnt about the
structure. In History we have looked at what life was like in medieval times in a village and
how people had trades and how they worked. In ICT we have researched Medieval Knights,
villages and the plague which we will be looking at next week in more detail. In Science we
have been making food chains and have learnt about consumers and producers. We are
looking forward to our lessons next week and have enjoyed being back with our friends.
Mozambique
A busy first week back for Mozambique class. We have started our new topic on Medieval
Britain. The students have enjoyed time researching castles in England, looking at illuminated
letters in Art and designing their own Motte and Bailey castles in design technology. We have
begun preparation for our class trip to Chester Zoo next week. The students and I are looking
forward to what we expect will be a fantastic day out. Overall a brilliant week for Mozambique!
Madagascar
It has been a good start to the new term in Class Madagascar. This term we are looking at the
theme of 'our past'. In English we have been writing our own stories, in Science we are
investigating light and in History we are exploring the medieval period. The students have
settled well back into class and all looking forward to our new learning this term.
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Key Stage News and Updates
Key Stage 4
Key Stage Leader: Miss Dallas
Katie.Dallas@abbotsleaschool.co.uk
Portugal Class
Australia
Happy New Year from all in class Australia! We have enjoyed our first week back in school
after our Christmas break and the students have started as they mean to go on by working
really hard.
On Wednesday the class loved having a visit from St. John's Ambulance who taught them
how to do first aid, something they even got a certificate for at the end of the day! Students
learned how to use a defibrillator, who to call in an emergency and what to expect to find in a
first aid kit- all extremely important life skills that may allow our students to help someone in
need one day.
Class Australia also looked into the different skills and values a person might have for a variety
of jobs in our employability lesson. We looked at nurses, bus drivers, fire fighters and vets,
after some discussion we also took some time to reflect upon what skills and values we think
we have too.
Papua New Guinea
This we have begun studying Our Day Out, a play written by Willy Russell. We have looked at
how stage directions are written and all been brilliant in playing different characters. We have
also looked at the context of the play and stereotypes the characters portray.
In Science we finished making out model of the solar system fir out Science qualification. In
Maths we looked at fractions. In History we started a new topic on the Normal Conquest and
how it happened.
In Food Tec we learned about food hygiene and how important personal hygiene is. We looked
at how our bodies carry bacteria and how we can prevent it spreading.
Samoa
We have had a brilliant first week back and are ready for a new decade! We had an excellent
morning learning all about First Aid on Tuesday. Kerry from St John’s Ambulance visited us
and taught us how to put bandages on, complete CPR, put someone in the recovery position
and how to call the emergency services. We all got a certificate for our folders of achievement.
In English we completed Star Reader assessments and all did really, really well!
In Maths we learned how to understand discrete data and complete bar charts.
In Science we learned about the nervous systems.
In Life Skills we learned how to budget and create a shopping list on Excel.
Have a great weekend, by Mya 🙂
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Fiji
Fiji class have had a great first week back in school and have got straight back to working
hard. In Life Skills and Employability lessons the class have been looking at having the right
attitude towards work and why having respect within a job role and your co-workers is so
important. The class have also been thinking about possible jobs they would be interested in
doing in the future and the skills and qualifications that they would need for these roles. In
science the students have been learning about the central nervous system, how it works and
how it helps us to function. In English Fiji class have begun reading John Boyne's, 'The Boy
in the Striped Pyjamas' and have started a fact file after reading the first chapter. In P.E the
class began playing badminton with Papua New Guinea and both classes were really good
and enjoyed themselves. Our students have this week begun working on silhouette art work
focused on WW2 which they will continue until the next half term, we are excited to see their
finished pieces.
Christmas Island
On Monday, we started reading David Walliams book name "The Midnight Gang", and it is
funny, and awesome. On Wednesday, in English, we used our descriptive language to
describe a scene of our favourite place, in the afternoon we went in two groups to discuss and
make a list of food we would like to cook for Food Tech in our Tuesday afternoon lessons. On
Thursday, we went to the gym, and in the afternoon. We learning about sex and relationships,
and body parts.
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Key Stage News and Updates
Key Stage 5
Key Stage Leader: Mr Ryan Mason
Ryan.Mason@abbotsleaschool.co.uk

New Zealand
We are off to a busy start to the new term in New Zealand class after a well-rested Christmas
break. In English, we have continued with our text - Ratburger through guided reading and
comprehension tasks. We also looked at different types of text and reading for purpose to gain
information. We have started a new topic of Ratio in Maths and enjoyed organising ourselves
(and staff) into different ratios based on our interests, age, hair and colour. We are using a 3
step process to solve word problems finding ratios of amounts. In ICT we have completed a
range of different tasks including using Autotrader to find different cars for customers with
different price ranges and preferences. In Food Tech, we are exploring veganism and the
lifestyles choices around it including nutrition, animals and environmental issues. We have
researched vegan recipes and written our own shopping lists, equipment lists and methods
for cooking. We will be taking inspiration from Veganuary for this month’s Food Tech creations.
In Employability, we have looked at CV's and why they are used. We have spent some time
constructing a personal profile and creating our own CV's which we can use to help us apply
for future work experience. In our lesson with Miss Roberts, we have been looking at Health
and Safety in the workplace and all the items that should be in a first aid box. In our Sex and
Relationships lesson, we watched a BBC documentary about Little Mix star Jesy Nelson called
'Odd One Out' and discussed themes about negative body image, confidence, bullying and
the impact of social media. In Life Skills with Miss Roberts, we are learning all about marriage
traditions and how they differ across cultures. We are off to a flying start and looking forward
to lots of hard work and fun this term. - Miss Boyle 🙂
Tasmania
We have had an amazing first week back at school in Tasmania class. We would like to start
by saying Happy New Year to everyone! We hope this term brings you us as much creativity
and learning as last year and last term did. The students have settled back in really well this
week and have continued to read 'Grandpas Greatest Escape' in their English lessons, which
is turning out to be very exciting as Jack has now managed to break in to Twilight Towers to
help his Grandpa break out. All is not what it appears to be at the old folk’s home, and we
hope there are more exciting things to come over the next few chapters. From this we have
been able to write about a character and describe the emotions that they may be feeling. On
Thursday we went to the gym and continued to practice our skills in using public transport. At
the gym the students used a range of cardio machines and were able to burn off their
Christmas goodies! During Maths this week we have started to learn about fractions and how
to work out equivalent values, focusing particularly on halves and quarters. We have also
started lessons looking at ‘sex and relationship’s’ which is aimed at teaching students how to
understand their own and other people’s bodies and sexuality, we began this by talking about
the body parts of males and females. We hope everyone has a great weekend! Tasmania
Class.
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Job Coach
Ms Claire Caddick, Job Coach
E:
. Claire.caddick@abbotsleaschool.co.uk

Happy New Year!
Christmas, has always been the longest break that I have from work, so naturally, like our
students, it is quite the struggle to get back into routine!
I have been impressed by the way our interns have handled their own 'return to work' this
week and used all of their strength to battle anxieties and to continue to build on their
independence.
On Wednesday during their study day this week it was the first group session with other
supported interns from the city led by Cameron from the Comedy trust. We were also visited
by Becky who is a young advisor from Liverpool children’s safeguarding board. Becky came
to talk to us about our EHCP's and our rights to voice our opinions on the services that are
aimed at helping us. It was a useful session and a few of us got extremely passionate about
ensuring that our voices are heard and that we are getting the help and support that we need
as set out in our EHCP's.
Young Advisors are young people aged between 15 and 24, who show community leaders
how to engage young people in community life, local decision-making and improving services.
They also work with business leaders, bringing unique expertise and knowledge about being
young to influence strategic planning, decision-making and marketing. Young advisors are
also available, as a listening ear to our students and can also help with referrals to other
support agencies with filling out forms and finding youth groups suited to their needs and
interests. For more information on young advisors please visit;
https://liverpoolscb.org.uk/scp/lscb-young-advisors/lscb-young-advisors
In the afternoon, I delivered a session on strengths and weaknesses and what these look like
personally and professionally. We also had a bit of fun with this by profiling the strengths and
weaknesses of famous characters such as Superman and Harry Potter. Next week’s session
is around self-esteem and confidence, and we will be visited by the National Autistic Society.
I have spent two days this week with Miss Grimshaw, our Head of Autism, Research and
Development, delivering training to a local primary school and one of our employers. I learn
so much when I listen to Miss Grimshaw deliver, train and mentor others. She has an excellent
delivery style and incredible knowledge of Autism and Educational practice, that it helps me
to develop and keep up to date with research and practices. We are extremely lucky as a
school to have her ( I can imagine she is blushing when she read's this!) and I am proud to be
her colleague.
I hope that you all have a great weekend and again, happy new year!
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Data Protection Officer
Mrs Kim Adair
E: kim.adair@abbotsleaschool.co.uk

Popular discussion topics this week:
GDPR! A topic that we have all heard a million times, but this week a
member of Primary School Leaders has asked about how we talk to
children about it. Something that, admittedly, amongst all the compliance
and setup, I hadn’t even thought about but something that is naturally
important.
As we make sure that all our children are always fully aware of the issues
and actions occurring around them, we should too ensure they are aware
of the GDPR. After all, it is all around them, and in schools they are the
primary focus.
We can do this in many ways – from assemblies to a complete series of
lessons. Some members have even suggested introducing a noticeboard
next to the office, which would help to inform parents as well as the
children.
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Students of the Week 16
Ireland

Alfie

Wales

Charlie
Key Stage Two

Portugal

Lotte

USA

Hayden

Brazil

Ethan

France

Alfie

Canada

Jacob

Spain

Tyrone

Italy

Tyler
Key Stage Three

Madagascar

Jacob

Seychelles

Githan

Cape Verde

Isobella

Botswana

Nick

Mozambique

Lucas

Malawi

Nathaniel

Kenya

Cemal

Peru

Jimmy
Key Stage Four

Australia

Dominik

Papua New Guinea

Jack

Samoa

Chloe

Fiji

Dan
Key Stage Five

New Zealand

Dan

Tasmania

Luke

Christmas Island

Caitlin
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Photographs from Week 16
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TERM 3

Head’s Weekly Newsletter

WEEK
NUMBER

W/C

Date

17

Mon 13.01.2020

13.01.20

Event

Comment
Weekly Assessment of
Student Progress

Tue
14.01.20
NAS Accreditation Visit
Mrs Ania Hildrey, Headteacher, headteacher@abbotsleaschool.co.uk
NAS Accreditation Visit
Wed
15.01.20

18

19

Thurs

16.01.20

NAS Accreditation Visit

Fri

17.01.20

10:30-14:30 KS4 Football Match – Jeffrey Humble Football Centre

Mon 20.01.2020

20.01.20

Fiji Class visit to Hugh Baird College

Tue

21.01.20

Morning – Lion Dancers
Samoa Class visit to Hugh Baird College

Wed

22.01.20

Thurs

23.01.20

Fri

24.01.20

Mon 27.01.2020

27.01.20

Tue

28.01.20

Wed

29.01.20

Thurs

30.01.20

Fri

31.01.20

Assemblies and Coffee
Morning are open to families.
Parking is available on site on
a “first-come-first-served
basis” only. No photography
permitted.

Assemblies and Coffee
Morning are open to families.
Parking is available on site on
a “first-come-first-served
basis” only. No photography
permitted.

Term 3 Governing Body Meeting – 16:30-18:30

Assemblies and Coffee
Morning are open to families.

Parking is available on site on
a “first-come-first-served
basis” only. No photography
permitted.
20

21

Mon 03.02.2020

03.02.20

Tue

04.02.20

Wed

05.02.20

Thurs

06.02.20

Fri

07.02.20

Mon 10.02.2020

10.02.20

Tue

11.02.20

Wed

12.02.20

Thurs

13.02.20

Fri

14.02.2020

Assemblies and Coffee
Morning are open to families.
Parking is available on site on
a “first-come-first-served
basis” only. No photography
permitted.
New Zealand Class visit to Hugh Baird College
Tasmania & Christmas Island Class visit to Hugh Baird College

Departmental Assemblies
9:30 – 10:00 – Primary Department
10:00 – 10:30 – Secondary Department
9:30-11:00 Friday Parents’ Coffee Morning
END OF TERM 3 at 15:15

Assemblies and Coffee
Morning are open to families.
Parking is available on site on
a “first-come-first-served
basis” only. No photography
permitted.

FEBRUARY HOLIDAY: Monday, 17 February 2020 to Friday, 21 February 2020
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